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Intro

The Big Picture

Massachusetts charters are ...

Funded by sending districts
Typically outside local collective bargaining agreements
Subject to review, revocation; some have been closed
Expanding, especially in Boston, but still a modest share of total enrollment

Our team has used admissions lotteries to make apples-to-apples comparisons for
Massachusetts charters schools in

Boston (Abdulkadiroglu, et al. 2011; Walters 2013; Setren 2016; Angrist, et
al. 2016)
Lynn (Angrist, et al. 2010, 2012)
Massachusetts urban and non-urban districts (Angrist, Pathak, Walters 2013)

A consistent but nuanced picture emerges

Urban (mostly No Excuses) charters generate impressive achievement and
post-secondary gains for their (mostly low income minority) students,
including for special education and English language learners
Statewide, effects are mixed: on average, the non-urban charters we studied
reduce achievement
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Intro

KIPP Closes Achievement Gaps
Background

Waiting for Superman

108 Chapter 3

An alternative estimate of the KIPP attendance effect ap-
pears in columns (4) and (5) in Table 3.1. Column (4) reports
means for KIPP students, while column (5) shows the con-
trast between KIPP students and everyone else in the applicant
pool. The differences in column (5) ignore randomized lottery
offers and come from a regression of post-enrollment math
scores on a dummy variable for KIPP attendance, along with
the same controls used to construct the win/loss differences in
column (3). The variation in KIPP attendance in this regression
comes mostly, but not entirely, from the lottery. Because KIPP
enrollment involves random assignment as well as individual
choices (made, for example, when winners opt out), compar-
isons between those who do and don’t enroll may be com-
promised by selection bias. However, the estimate for math

Figure 3.2
IV in school: the effect of KIPP attendance on math scores

Average score:
–.003 –

=

Offered a seat (253)

Average score:
–.358

Proportion
enrolled in KIPP:

.787
–

Proportion
enrolled in KIPP:

.046

Not offered a seat (118)

.48σ

Note: The effect of Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP) enrollment de-
scribed by this figure is .48σ = .355σ/.741.

Angrist third pages 2014/10/16 10:34 p. 108 (chap03) Princeton Editorial Associates, PCA ZzTEX 16.2
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Lottery Offer Effects at Boston High Schools
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estimates using both initial and ever-offered instru-
ments (columns 1 and 3). By and large the results are
similar across instrument sets, though somewhat
smaller for middle school math scores

Table 12 reports 2SLS results from the Pilot School
lotteries. Although we were unable to identify suffi-
cient Charter elementary schools with lotteries usable
for research purposes, there are five Pilot Schools with
usable lotteries in elementary grades. The reduced
form estimates in column (2) shows that lottery
winners who applied to these schools spent almost
three more years in elementary Pilot Schools than
lottery losers. As reported in column (3), the estimated
effect of a year in a Pilot elementary school was .102
standard deviations in English language arts. There
was no statistically significant effect on math in
elementary school of a year in a Pilot School.

As can be seen in column (3), the impact of Pilot
middle schools on both English Language Arts
and math is small and not statistically significantly
different from zero.

The Pilot estimates for high school applicants are also
not significantly different from zero. It is important to
note here, however, that these estimates are not very
precise. We see the high school lottery results for the
Pilot Schools as being essentially inconclusive.

To make this clear, Figures 1 through 4 plot the relative
scores of lottery winners (the lines) to lottery losers
(represented by zero on the y-axis) over grades in
middle and high school Pilot and Charter Schools.17

The relatively steep upward slopes of the lines suggest
that Charter School impacts increase over the course
of school.

Reconciling the Randomized and
Non-Randomized Results
The lottery-based estimates are only available in the
schools where a random number played a role in deter-
mining enrollment. Not all Pilot and Charter Schools
were subject to lotteries in every year. Some Charter
and Pilot Schools were unable to fill all of their open
slots. To the extent that over-subscription is a sign of
quality, the lottery-based estimates may systematically
exclude some of the less desirable schools. Thus the
lottery results may be excluding the lowest-impact
Charter and Pilot Schools. In addition, we noted above
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FIGURE 1:

Results for Pilot High Schools by Grade:
Lottery Winners vs. Lottery Losers
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Results for Charter High Schools by Grade:
Lottery Winners vs. Lottery Losers

Source: Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2009) and Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2011)
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Lottery Offer Effects at Boston Middle Schools
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that numerous high school Pilots do not use lotteries
for admission. We do not know how their effectiveness
compares to the lotteried schools.

Obviously, it is not possible to compare the lottery-
based estimates for schools with and without lotteries,
since there are no lottery data on the latter. Fortunately,
we can generate separate estimates—at least for the
observational estimates based on statistical controls—
for those Pilot and Charter Schools that did and did
not have lotteries. The Charters and Pilots that went
through random assignment are referred to as “in
lottery sample.” The Charter and Pilot Schools that
did not have a randomized lottery are “not in lottery
sample” and are included in this category if they
are undersubscribed, only have slots for guaranteed
students, span school levels and have their lottery at the
initial entry year, or were closed. (Schools do not have
to be oversubscribed to be part of the statistical control
sample, since we only needed to be able to “control for”
baseline test scores and demographic characteristics
to generate an impact estimate.) Table 13 reports the
estimates based on statistical controls separately for
schools that were subject to lotteries and those that
were not. Columns (1) and (2) compare the statistically
controlled estimates of the impact of a year spent in
Pilots with and without lotteries, while columns (3)
and (4) reports similar comparisons for Charters.

Table 13 has several important implications: First, for
the middle school Pilots that were subject to lotteries,
the non-experimental estimates of impact per year are a
-.05 standard deviations in ELA and -.1 standard devia-
tions in math, while the non-experimental estimates for
those Pilots not subject to lotteries is not statistically
different from zero.

Interestingly, the opposite is true for Charter middle
schools: the non-experimental estimates for those
schools that were subject to lotteries are substantially
larger than similar estimates for the non-lotteried
schools—.16 versus .08 in middle school ELA and .36
versus .13 for middle school math. This suggests that in
middle school the highly demanded Charters do tend to
outperform those in lower demand.

The bottom panel of Table 13 reports similar results for
high school. For both Charter and Pilot Schools, the
schools in our lottery sample are estimated to have had
larger impacts than the schools that outside the lottery
sample.

FIGURE 3:

Results for Pilot Middle Schools by Grade:
Lottery Winners vs. Lottery Losers
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FIGURE 4:

Results for Charter Middle Schools by Grade:
Lottery Winners vs. Lottery Losers
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Boston

Charter Enrollment FX for Boston Sped and ELL

Source: Setren (2016); Estimates for Boston charter high schools – elementary and middle esti-
mates are similar

http://seii.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/SEII-Discussion-Paper-2015.05-Setren1.pdf
http://seii.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/SEII-Discussion-Paper-2015.05-Setren1.pdf


Boston

HS Grad and Adams FX for Boston Sped and ELL

Source: Setren (2016)



Urban vs Non-Urban

No Excuses Drives Urban Charter Success
VoL. 5 No. 4 21angrist et al.: charter school effectiveness

tend to be positively correlated with both No Excuses status and charter effective-
ness in our sample. Our measure of discipline and comportment, one of the stron-
gest correlates of No Excuses, is closely related to Dobbie and Fryer’s measure of high  
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Figure 2. School-Specific Treatment Effects

Notes: This figure plots school-specific math effects against school-specific ELA effects. The sample used to con-
struct lottery estimates contains fewer schools than the observational sample.  The figure plots both middle and high 
school estimates.

Source: Angrist et al. (2013)



In-District Takeovers

Boston In-Districts Take Over

The in-district model
X A traditional public school–building, staff, and students–come under

charter management; typically all staff are replaced
X These charter takeovers grandfather (guarantee) seats for students at

the legacy school

In-district evaluation offers new insights
X Effects on low achievers who haven’t sought charter seats: unlike

lottery applicants, in-district students are passively enrolled
X In-districts offer an inexpensive alternative to the insertion of effective

charter practices in traditional public schools (as explored in Houston)
No lotteries; we’ll need some other research design
X We compare changes in achievement for students enrolled in legacy

schools with changes in achievement of students in similar schools not
taken over, controllng for student characteristics and pre-takeover
scores

We studied UP Academy Boston, the first in-district middle school,
which replaced Gavin in South Boston
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In-District Takeovers UP

Achievement Growth: Gavin Grandfathered vs. Control

Figure 4a: Test scores in the UP grandfathering sample

Figure 4b: UP grandfathering DD

Notes: Figure 4a plots average MCAS math and ELA scores of students in the Gavin Middle School matched sample. Figure 4b plots achievement 
growth relative to the baseline grade. Estimates in both figures control for matching cell fixed effects. Scores are standardized to have mean zero and 
standard deviation one within each year and grade in BPS.
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Beyond MCAS
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College Enrollment Effects (2SLS Using Lotteries)

Source: Angrist et al. (2016); Estimates for Boston charter high schools
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MCAS Effects Predict: SAT Gains

FIG. 3.—Comparisons of lottery estimates of effects on earlier and later outcomes. This figure plots
within-risk-set lottery estimates of the effects of charter school attendance. Panel A plots effects on SAT
Reasoning ðverbal and mathÞ against effects on MCAS composite scores. Panel B plots effects on the
probability of enrollment in a 4-year college within 6 months of projected graduation against effects on
MCAS composite scores. The sample in panelA includes students projected to graduate between 2007 and
2013,while the sample in panelB includes students projected to graduate between2006 and 2012. Samples in
both panels are further restricted to studentswith available data for both outcomes.Circles indicate risk sets
in which students applied to one school, while squares indicate risk sets in which students applied to two.
Marker sizes are proportional to the inverse of the standard errors of theMCAS estimates. Estimates for a
given risk set use the instrument ðimmediate or ever offerÞ with the larger first-stage t-statistic. The
sample excludes risk sets with first-stage t-statistics less than 1. Lines show weighted least squares re-
gressions with weights inversely proportional to standard errors. The slopes are 87.9 ðSE 5 16.9Þ for the
SAT plot and 0.133 ðSE 5 0.053Þ for the 4-year enrollment plot.

This content downloaded from 018.009.061.111 on October 06, 2016 07:18:17 AM
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms and Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).

Source: Angrist et al. (2016)

Note: Circles indicate risk sets in which students applied to one school, while squares indicate
risk sets in which students applied to two.
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